


a trick without life
is a dead juggler,
a dead juggler

performs without soul
so celebration between     

public and actor
 is reduced to the formality of 

the applause

”

“
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“ALLIES OF GRAVITY”: WHAT IS THIS ABOUT?

“Allies of Gravity” is a pedagogical approach 
for  juggling  practice and object manipulation. 

Born from the need to pave new  learning strategies. 
The traditional way of “throw-throw-catch-catch” has fallen short. 

INTRODUCTION

“Allies of Gravity” suggests  another perspective 
of the “juggling-world” 

facilitating a type of training that inquires 
in the  depths of this art and facilitates  those tools that 

will provide new supports for creation.

The creation of a personal language, 
the search for individual universes with a personal  

“own signature”  
has become, in my opinion, absolutely necessary. 



RETHINKING 
THE BASIS OF PLAY: 
FRUSTRATION AND ADDICTION
The juggler faces the challenge of oneself against oneself.  
We here see two types of audiences:
- Those who quickly show enthusiasm. In this case ,  a  sort of 
addiction emerges giving  no space to those negative emotions that  may 
contaminate the practice. The drop is quickly resolved by  the  desire to 
keep on playing
- On the other side are those whose ease and fluidity plays them no 
favor. Training is tedious and frustrating because the drops are always 
placed in the foreground. The classical juggling education has been  unable 
to remove this frustration

Those belonging to the first type  are enclosed in 
their world , those belonging to the second type do 

not manage to connect with theirs. 



This is where the question arises:

HOW DO WE DESIGN A PROPOSAL  THAT INTEGRATES BOTH 
PROBLEMATICS IN A SINGLE GAME SPACE?

COMPLEMENTARY  GROUP EXPERIENCE

A new juggling perspective 
appears, a training dynamic in which 
the juggler  breaks away  from his self 
absorbtion, looks up and relates to 
the world from a new ground. His 
humanity takes a step forward 
and plunges into a collective 
dynamic of action and creation.
He takes part in group exercises 
where he feels grounded, reflected 
in others, , visualizes different  ways 
of play and  a new object relation.        

ll participants share this proposal , no matter their tehnical level, 
from the most advanced to those who do not juggle. 

Each one  is nurtured by others:
 The fact that beginners are not conditioned by a structure, allows 
advanced participants  to reformulate their own. At the same time, 

beginners profit from   wider horizons provided by  the technical skills 
that the most advanced have achieved. 

Complementation nurtures each and everyone, 
They all move forward together towards the same goal:  

CREATION.

Creation  occurs with others  imitating, 
exaggerating, minimizing or working 
individually with a clear group support.
The classic pedagogical paradigm 
is not obsolete but is enhanced by 
integrating  a ludic proposal that 
encourages freedom of action  and 
the search of new approaches. 





Facilitate tools that will allow unstructuring the classic conception 
of juggling

Seek  the personal juggling universe and language that will 
reinforce each player´s own idiosincracy 

Stimulate the singularity of each body to construct  a juggling 
game where the juggler is creator and not reproducer .

Analyse in detail  the creative process, unveiling the essence of 
each juggling movement and tuning the eye to observe beyond the 

trick.

We will merge into a searching process crossed by play, 
improvisation and   composition aiming at the creation of small 
lab-sequences which will allow a concrete way of experimenting 

and living the new juggling.

GENERAL DYNAMICS

OBJECTIVES



WORKING PROGRAMME

1. The playful component:
“Pleasure-Laugh – Emotion”

Play breaks schemes, liberates, 
is an entering door to juggling.

In this state of liberty something new arises. 
From form to emotion. .

Juggling games propose 
a positive emotional 

climate: fun!

We share one same objective. 
The object becomes an intemediary 
of action.
Technique is no longer in first place, 
but the infinite relations we can 
create with the objects, are.



2. Essential aspects :
“Founding bases”

a. Starting Point: J.U.P 
( Juggling Universal Position)
We start from a familir place: 
Juggling Universal Position (J.U.P.)
Arms are flexed and elbows stuck against the trunk. 
This is the most classic position, it is the basic starting point  
which allows us to unstructure the juggling movement. 
If we are familiar with it , we shall find it easier to flow.

Working axis:
- Body posture
- Binary, Ternary , Flash, normal cascade rhythms.



b. The Bubble: Kinesphere
The juggler separates elbows from trunk allowing to open arms in 
all directions invading space so as to compose within it. 
We are seeking to break frontal limits to enter the openness of a 
three dimensional space.

Working axis:
- Unblock articulations: showlders, elbows, wrist.
- Spacial directions.
- Body-object relation: symmetric  or asymmetric.
- Hand and finger gesticulation.
- Layers: from trunk to extremities.



3. TECHNICAL TOOLS:
“Beyond the trick”

- View: Outer vs. Inner view.

- Body throws.

- Multiplex and simple throws.

- Object relationship approaches.



4. IMPROVISATION:
“Jumping out to space”
In its need to resolve at once, the body in a state of alert, reacts 
with no possibility of mental consciousness. 
In this way, a genuine and authentic action emerges thus 
breaking habitual action schemes and stimulating creative 
potential and juggling techniques.

Working axis:
- Movement motors.
- Hand, leg and face gesticulation.
- Trunk / Leg realtionship.
- Object fall resignification.
- Creating an Inner image as action support.
- Maximum and minimum body action range
 (exaggerating and copying).



5. THE END: BIG – BANG : 
Creation!

We start off asking ourselves the following questions: 
How does the juggler stand 

facing the world in order to express himself?
What does he want to express?

Here  the voyage begins.

We will construct and try sequences in a continuous dynamics of 
creation, exposure and recreation.
We will study the impact of these sequences and facilitate 
different tools that will bring content to action:
- Body narrative spaces.
- Action-reaction , acceleration-suspension and tension-relaxation. 
- Rhythmic and energetic contrast. 
- Feat, gesture and effect.
- Synchronic and asynchronic movements.

“Juggler-public” vs “Public-juggler” relationship:
Performance training ( among students). 
Observing public reaction and tuning the eye. 
Unveling the juggling movement hidden behind the trick.
Seeking the juggler who can compose his own language, tech-
niques , codes, patterns and laws.



WHO IS THE WORKSHOP FOR?

all kind of public
Jugglers (beginners and advanced), 

circus people, object manipulators, 

clowns actors, dancers, office workers, 

teachers, workshop leaders.

Video:
https://vimeo.com/101641518

https://vimeo.com/101641518
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Member of  “Proyecto Migra” a traveling 
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training programme. 

At an artistic level,  continuously  
performing  Solo juggling / theater 
MANIFEST! At various conventions and 
festivals

He is formed in the áreas of theater, 
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France and Argentina.

Teaches juggling since 2007 conducting  
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them,  Circus School “La Arena”, “Circo 
Social del Sur”, “The Palestinian Circus 
School”, “Red de circo Social Chilena” and 
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Member of Staff at Four Month Training 
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